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Fernando Mancebo Rodriguez:

Personal page and author's complains



Spanish pages -------Facebook-in spain ------ Facebook-cosmos group

You can see many of my works, in the following pages:

PHYSICS:

Double slit and camera obscura experiments: ferman experiment ||| Type of Waves: Questions of Quantum

Mechanics

The socurces of gravity. ||| In favour of the cosmos theory of ferman FCM ||| Theory of Everything: summary

Model of Cosmos. ||| Atomic model ||| Development speed of forces.||| Magnets: N-S magnetic polarity.

Stellar molecules ||| Static and Dynamic chaos||| Inversion or Left-right proof

Chart of atomic measures||| The main foundations of the Cosmos' Structure

Positive electric charges reside in orbits.||| Mathematical cosmic model based on Pi.

Inexactness principle in observations ||| Einstein and the gravity ||| The Universal Motion ||| Atomic particles

Cosmic Geometry ||| Bipolar electronic: semiconductors ||| Multiverse or multi-worlds

MATHEMATICS:

Radial coordinates.||| Physical and mathematical sets theory. | Algebraic product of sets.

Planar angles: Trimetry.||| Fractions: natural portions.||| Cosmic spiral

Equivalence and commutive property of division. ||| Concepts and Numbers. ||| Bend coefficient of curves |||

Mathematical dimensions

Transposition property ||| Accumulated product: Powers ||| Dimensional Geometry: Reversibility

Priority Rule in powers and roots ||| The decimal counter ||| Paradoxes in mathematics

Direct formula for Pi: The Squaring Pi. ||| The pyramids of Squaring Pi. ||| Functions of Pi ||| Integration

formulas Pi.

Squaring the Circle ||| Cocktail formula for Squaring Pi.



OTHER:

Spherical molecules. ||| Genetic Heredity. ||| Metaphysics: Spanish only. ||| Brain and Consciousness. ||| Type

of Genes T and D

Certainty Principle ||| From the Schrodinger cat to the Ferman's birds ||| The meaning of Dreams

Freely economy ||| Theoricles of Alexandria ||| Satire on the Quantum Mechanics

INVENTIONS:

Andalusian Roof Tile. ||| Rotary Engine. ||| Water motors: Vaporization engines.

Triangular ferman's Houses .||| The fringed forest

ARTICLES:

Garbage Triangle: Quantum mechanics, Relativity, Standard theory

Fables and tales of the relativists clocks.||| Nuclei of galaxies.||| Particles accelerators.

Hydrocarbons, water and vital principles on the Earth. ||| Cosmos formula : Metaphysics

Ubiquity Principle of set.||| Positive electric charges reside in orbits.

Chaos Fecundity. Symbiosis: from the Chaos to the Evolution.||| Speed-Chords in galaxies.

METAPHYSICS:

Who is God

Particular: My rural property with old house in the surrounding mountains of Malaga: for sale.

Email: ferman25@hotmail.com

Email: ferman30@yahoo.es



Brief information on my studies

My interest for the cosmology and metaphysics took place almost spontaneously when I was studying the

atomic structuring. In a brief period of time I arrived to a quite approximate understanding of many of the

basic cosmologic principles on where my current theories lean, such as the fourth dimension, energy,

magnetism, etc. and metaphysics basic principles, which are included in the Metaphysics page (at the

moment in Spanish) with link in the top.

In 1975 I began to try to disclose my cosmological and metaphysicians theories and during this whole time I

have developed complementary concepts in cosmology and chemical structuring, as well as physical and

mathematics formulas exposed in the web pages of the top.

I have written several books and summaries of my theories, with object mainly of inscribing them as author,

but I have not been able to make public none of them through any means of communication.



Data and brief personal history.

I was born in Casabermeja (Malaga) August 30 1949.

The first nine years of my life I passed them in the countryside (Los Portales, Casabermeja district) with

hardly attendance to school, except to be able to make the first communion.

I have been the unique son of my parents and therefore I have not had the company of any brother in my

childhood and adolescence.

To my nine years we move (with my family) to the Malaga town where we have lived until the moment and

where I have carried out my scarce studies that could be summarized in the following ones:

Three years (from 1959 to 1963) of primary studies until being able to pass to a school of professional

formation where in four years (from 1963 to 1967) I acquired the specialty and title in the branch of

mechanics of automobile.

Later on I passed to the Industrial School of Technical Engineering where alone I attended two courses

because in this time I accumulated diverse setbacks and psychological problems -as maladjustment and lack

of social relationship with my schoolmates- as well as the beginning to revise and to try to understand my

points of view on the cosmic structuring that were born in this time.

With my entrance to the execution of the obligatory military service and the search of a professional work,

the result was the total abandonment of my studies.

With it, and during my years of administrative in a company of the field of the automobile, I have tried to

develop my points of view and cosmic theories.

Later on, and for reason lung illnesses, I had to abandon the work with different degrees of labour inability,

and also during this time till now, I have continued developing and completing my theoretical works on

cosmology, molecular structuring and others.

In 1991 I got married with my wife Ana Maria Frutos Sanchez, not having had any son in our marriage.

AUTHOR'S COMPLAINS

During the last thirty years of studies and construction of my cosmic and metaphysical theories, I have been

able to check as all the basic principles of the same ones coincide, are complementary and explain in a quite

clear way the structuring of the cosmos or universe, so much in its physical part as in its metaphysical one.

It induces me to think that I am a lot of right in my conclusions and so these theories explain how the

universe is and how the same one is built.

Likewise in its metaphysical part my theories explain the reason of the human beings' birth, as well as the

human relationship and likeness with the cosmos.

It doesn't means my deductions have to be totally guessed right in all and each one of their points,

nevertheless I am convinced that although could be erroneous data, the whole of these theories is a quite

approximate study to the comic reality.

Now then, starting from 1975 I have been trying to publish and to give to know my theories on cosmology,

chemical structuring and mathematics:

- I have tried it with scientific magazines (American Scientist, Nature, Newton, Muy Interesante, American

Mathematical Monthly, etc.), also with almost all the information media.

- I have tried it with the University means (more than sixty Universities, mainly to the university of Malaga;

more than twenty thousand studious as scientific, university professors, etc.

- Also to many Physics institutes, particles institutes (CERN, Fermilab, PPARC, etc.), Astrophysics

institutes, etc.

The result had been null. Till now no-one of my papers, contributions, theories or proposals have been

published, exposed or mentioned in any type of communication media.

Now then, with the irruption of Internet in the media I have had the opportunity to create my own website

(starting from 2001), where I can expose my conclusions, although alone they are very summarized.

For these reasons I thank to all those who revise and visit my website and its recommendation if these

studies were found interesting.

Later on (starting from 2009 approx.), I have been able to publish some of my works (by payment) in few

magazines and publications.



Also in several scientific web pages, as can be: Academia.edu, ResearchGate, Internet Archive, Archive.is,

Goggle, etc.

In spite of this, I will continue attempting and dedicating part of my time to inform and try to get that my

works are published and known in the scientific means, because I would not like that in the future my

proposals could be "forgotten" neither somebody can adduce "lack of information" on the same ones.



PHOTOS
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GRATEFULLNESS TO

From my exposition of my works in the web (from 2001) there has been a sector of cosmology loving such

as engineers, studious of different cosmology topics, managers, students, etc., of which I have received

support and interest for the development and history through the time of my studies.

I have also received petition of my books or written works, which I never sent because I don't have the

opportunity to make any publication, exception of simple copies for inscription as Intellectual Property.

For this reason I have had to remit them to my website. Sorry very much for this circumstance.

Because well, all these people that now (although distant) I consider my friends and before were unknown

for me, all they have sent me their support when seeing my pages in the web, which means clearly that their

support is completely sincere because it has not been requested previously.

Therefore I thank a lot their interest for my work and their support toward me.

At the same time they have given me enough security in the main topic that infused me many doubts: If my

theories were really understood by other persons.

I have seen in the different support samples that are totally comprehensible for almost all, so much fans to

the cosmological topics as to the other matters that I expose.

Besides, I have received many positive qualifications.

For everything I feel myself quite satisfied and grateful.

Thank you friends.

Links with pages of friends and scientist comrades:

Eef van Beveren's page (Coimbra-Portugal). Physics professor.

PANAGIOTIS STEFANIDES -- Engeneer and mathematician at Athens Greece

Vladimir Balan (University Politehnica of Bucharest).Professor of mathematics.

Georges CHAPOUTHIER -- Phylosopher Edu-University Paris1

Jose Blasco Llopis -- Professor and Cosmologist

Hernan Cendra -- President of the Argentina Mathematical Union

Fred Richman -- Professor of the Atlantic University of Florida

Tom Head -- Professor of Mathematics of Binghamton University.

Toan Huy -- Vietnamese Physicist
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